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In this report we share
insights from industry
leaders on pressing issues,
and cast light on current—
and future—advancements
and policies needed to help
the US commercial aircraft
industry thrive as it enters
an era of mounting
competition and high stakes.
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A second golden age
On the surface, the current surge
in demand for commercial aircraft
globally bodes well for leading US
original equipment manufacturers
and their suppliers. Backlog orders
are unprecedented; Boeing and Airbus
presently combine for orders of over 9,000
commercial aircraft.1 The aircraft sector
is the country’s biggest net exporter, with
a trade surplus of $71.1 billion in 2012.2
As one of the country’s top high-tech and
heavy manufacturing sectors, aerospace
manufacturing employs nearly 500,000
workers.3 By some measures, it seems the
industry is entering a second golden age.
Yet, just as the US commercial aircraft
industry enjoys a resurgent trajectory,
there is also good reason to question
whether the very strengths that built US
leadership over decades are now at risk of
diminishing. Meanwhile, emerging foreign
competitors are ramping up capabilities
and technological prowess in their home
markets—and even enlarging their
manufacturing footprint in the US—
in ways that will likely alter the industry’s
competitive landscape through this
decade and beyond.

Looming questions include:
What does the aviation industry need to do differently to
nurture talent?

How can US companies remain at the vanguard of innovation—
and concurrently meet demanding production rates?

How will US companies maintain leadership as foreign
commercial aviation programs mature?

While many issues are deemed highly
important by industry leaders, three, in
particular, rise to the top as most pressing
and systemically prevalent: talent
management shortfalls; accelerating
innovation across a complex supply and
production chain; and globalization
pressures.
The US commercial aircraft industry’s
stocktaking of its long-term competitiveness
comes at a time of revived interest in
strengthening the nation’s industrial
sector. Critical to achieving this is building a
coordinated front among the private sector,
educational institutions and government
to re-tool an industrial workforce with
the skills and technologies to compete
and innovate globally. The need for such
collaboration becomes more urgent as
the US commercial aircraft industry faces
competition from countries with ambitious
and aggressive industrial policies already
swiftly afoot.

1
2

3

McMillin, Molly, “Huge backlog may mean dip in commercial plane orders,”
The Wichita Eagle, February 28, 2013
“Shifts in U.S. Merchandise Trade 2012,” United States International Trade
Commission, publication no. 4425, September 2013; note: aircraft equipment
comprises aircraft, spacecraft, and related equipment; in 2012, total exports
of this sector were $95.2 billion and imports were $24.1 billion
According to US Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor statistics data (NAIC
336400), US workers in the aerospace products and parts manufacturing
numbered 492,800 as of May 2012, http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/
naics4_336400.htm
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An in-depth discussion
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aircraft industry
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Globalization:
Fast-growing markets,
fierce competition
Looking into the next couple of decades,
forecasts for growth in new markets
drastically alter today’s world mapping
of commercial aviation—not only in sheer
air traffic demand, but also the geographies
where fleets will be needed to satisfy that
demand. And perhaps most important,
which companies will supply the new
aircraft. In Boeing’s latest outlook, the
world will see demand for 35,280 new
jet aircraft from 2013–2032 at a value of
$4.8 trillion, with single-aisle aircraft
accounting for most of that demand. That’s
an average of over 1,700 new aircraft per
year, or a 40% leap over last year’s record
production of just shy of 1,200.

Asia Pacific powering
the growth
Much of this growth is expected to be
powered by Asia Pacific. In fact, the Asia
Pacific region is forecast to take delivery
of 12,820 new airplanes in the next 20
years or nearly as many aircraft as North
America and Europe combined, as the
region’s economy and middle class
continues to grow at a healthy clip.4
Indeed, by 2031, an estimated 32% of
global airline passenger traffic is expected
to exist, by airline domicile, in Asia Pacific,
up from 28% in 2011.5 Beijing Capital
International Airport—the world’s second

We’ve historically benefitted from off-shoring,
and go to all ends of the earth to do that. At
the end of the day, we’re always looking at how
much we’re actually saving from off-shoring.
—David Kornblatt, CFO, Triumph Group, Inc.

busiest—saw 81 million passengers pass
its gates in 2012, up from 27 million a
decade earlier.6
The rapid development of air transport
infrastructure in Asia Pacific, too, is being
carried out to accommodate the expected
increase in demand. The pace of
development is staggering: China alone
plans to build 100 airports in the next
two years, with most of these airports
used for domestic travel. Consider that
Beijing Capital took 32 months to build,
compared to six years to build London’s
Heathrow Terminal 5.7 In the U.S., Denver
International Airport is the newest major,
large-hub airport in the country; it was
built one-quarter of a century ago.
China’s relaxing of airspace restrictions
on low-altitude airspace for general aviation
(e.g., helicopters and turboprops)—and
a goal to open the entire country’s airspace
by 2015—would likely open up massive
demand for general aviation aircraft, too,
over the next decade.8 China’s expected
economic growth and rising number of high
net worth individuals is also percolating
demand for business jets; the country’s
business jet inventory rose 40% to 326
in 2012 and one estimate puts deliveries
hitting 10,000 by 2021.9

4
5
6
7
8
9

Current Market Outlook: 2012–2031, Boeing, 2012
Asia outlook remains relatively bright despite challenges: AAPA, CAPA Centre
for Aviation, November 12, 2012
Barboza, David, “Airports in China Hew to an Unswerving Flight Path,”
The New York Times, April 3, 2013
Ibid
China Opens More Airspace for General Aviation, National Business Aviation
Association, August 15, 2011
“China’s under-developed business jet market poised for growth,” Want
China Times, December 20, 2012, http://www.wantchinatimes.com/newssubclass-cnt.aspx?id=20121120000013&cid=1502
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Aircraft demand by size, 2013–2032
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Single-aisle

Regional jet

Aircraft demand by region, 2013–2032
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54% of CEOs cite availability of skills as a threat
to their companies’ growth prospects according
to PwC’s latest global CEO survey.
Source: 2013 annual global CEO survey, PwC, 2013
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Regional air traffic growth and global market share in revenue-passenger-kilometers, 2012

Market share

Total traffic growth (vs. 2011)

Europe
27% | 4.9%

North America
27% | 1.2%
Middle East
8% | 12.8%
Latin America
5% | 8.4%

Africa
2% | 6.7%

Asia Pacific
30% | 6.9%

Source: International Civil Aviation Organization, December 2012

Who will build 35,000 planes?
Emerging aircraft manufacturing industries
such as those in China, Canada, Brazil,
Russia and Japan are all planning to grab
a larger share of the global commercial
aviation industry. Looking ahead, emerging
commercial aircraft competitors will likely
include players beyond the Boeing-Airbus
duopoly focusing on the narrow-body and
regional jet markets. And for good reason.
Consider by 2031, narrow-body aircrafts
will account for 69% (or 3,650 aircrafts) of
all new airplane demand in China’s market
alone.10 Emergent players include: Canada’s
Bombardier (C-Series); Brazil’s Embraer
(upgraded E-Jet series); and Japan’s

Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation (Mitsubishi
Regional Jet). Additionally, state-owned
enterprises including Russia’s United
Aircraft Corporation, or UAC (with Irkut,
Tupolev and Sukhoi as subsidiaries), and
China’s Commercial Aircraft Corporation
of China or COMAC (C919), enter the mix
with their own competitive forces at
play. Whether these manufacturers can
ultimately and successfully realize longterm ambitions, upgrade to large and
medium size-body aircrafts—such as
COMAC’s proposed two-engine, twin-aisle
C929 and C939—remains unanswered.

10 Current Market Outlook: 2012–2031, Boeing, 2012
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For the time being, foreign aircraft programs still need Western products. As
more joint ventures and outsourcing occurs in emerging markets, with technology
transfer, in five to 10 years we’ll see more intense global competition. So, we need
to get serious on all the fronts—including innovation and talent—to maintain
our global leadership.
—Karl Hutter, COO, Click Bond, Inc.

Now a partner, then a rival
As leading aerospace manufacturers
join in developing such programs, they
enter uncharted territory of global
competition. Partnering with emerging
aircraft manufacturers could mean entry
or expansion in growing local markets. It
could also mean building up manufacturing
and technology capabilities for foreign
partners with ambitions to corner their
domestic markets with their own aircraft
(and ultimately penetrate foreign markets
as well).
This might be especially true in the case
of state-owned enterprises such as COMAC
and UAC which could benefit by their
domestic airlines opting, or even being
pressed, to buy domestic aircraft over
imported aircraft. Such a scenario would
potentially diminish, or even lock out the
North American and European aircraft
manufacturers and other suppliers now
helping to build those very national civil
aircraft programs. The industrial policies
of Russia and China may also lead to strong
preferences to use indigenous suppliers, as
their aviation manufacturing capabilities
mature throughout the supply-chain
ecosystem.11

China’s way: Pull a lever,
build an industry
Buying homegrown aircraft could also
speed up the research and development
cycle. Just as China has demonstrated it
can fast-track deployments of other western
technology, such as smart grids and wind
power, it is conceivable that China could
put its aircraft manufacturing program
on a fast track and through a quicker pace
of innovation and economies of scale.
Consider that China had virtually no solar
panel manufacturing until around 2002
and became the top producer by the end
of the decade. Should COMAC, for example,
secure a large, critical mass of orders from
domestic airlines for early models (notably
the C919), it could well benefit by
accelerating the innovation cycle through
making refinements and advancements,
effectively using its own market as a sort of
“innovation test lab.” Were such a scenario
to play out, China could now be on a path
to eventually produce world-class aircraft
on a highly accelerated time frame.

11 Harrison, Glenn J., Challenge to the Boeing-Airbus Duopoly in Civil Aircraft:
Issues for Competitiveness, Congressional Research Service, July 25, 2011
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We need aerospace policies to unfetter our ability to innovate…in areas such as materials,
manufacturing processes and techniques.
—Karl Hutter, COO, Click Bond, Inc.

US manufacturers across the supply chain—
from makers of engines, to electronics and
communications systems to airframe parts—
have already made quick strides to partner
with emerging aviation manufacturers,
particularly in China. Examples include
Honeywell International Inc.’s aerospace
unit—which has made a strong globalization
push including in China, India and Russia—
and announced it will double its number of
engineers in its Chinese workforce, currently
numbering about 1,200 (of which 350 are
engineers). The boost will help Honeywell
on programs the company is engaged in
with Chinese aerospace companies such as
COMAC, which are working on systems for
COMAC’s C919 aircraft.12 General Electric
signed a joint venture agreement with
COMAC to supply the C919 with avionics
technology. Other American suppliers chosen
to work on the C919 development include:
Rockwell Collins, Hamilton Sundstrand,
Parker Aerospace, Eaton Corporation and
Kidde Aerospace.13

The US aerospace and defense industry, with 2.8%
retirement and 7.7% attrition rates, was estimated
to have lost some 56,000 employees in 2012, yet
hired only 28,000.
Source: “Aviation Week Workforce Study 2012,”
Aviation Week, August 13, 2012
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Globalization preparedness
As foreign aviation industries grow, some
US companies will be better positioned
than others to thrive in emerging
commercial aircraft markets globally.
A recent PwC study assessing the
globalization readiness of 139 commercial
aerospace suppliers found that only 26 were
ready both financially and operationally
to make the changes to grow in customer
growth regions. Of that number, only 20 of
the companies were native to those growth
regions—especially China, India, and the
Middle East—suggesting that many North
American and European suppliers are at
risk of forfeiting their competitive edges.14
“My main concern is that I see too much
manufacturing done outside the borders
of the US which only diminishes our global
lead. The engineering work is still here.
But Mexico and China are already making
components. They will get the engineering
prowess and, when they do, they will
stand up—not only in commercial aviation,
but also in military aircraft,” said Dr. John
Tomblin, executive director, Wichita
State University’s National Institute for
Aviation Research.

12 “Honeywell to Double China Aerospace Engineers on Growth,” Bloomberg
News, November 14, 2012
13 “GE to share jet technology with China in new joint venture,” The New
York Times, January 17, 2011
14 Globalization: Aerospace suppliers need a flight plan to sustain growth,
PwC, August 2012
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Ex-Im: Redux
Globally, private and state-linked export
credit agencies (ECAs)—from the UK’s
Export Credits Guarantee Department
(the world’s oldest) to China’s ExportImport Bank of China—have long played
powerful roles in stimulating economies’
exports. Consider that members of
the Berne Union (an association of 49
ECAs, both private and state-linked)
had a combined exposure of $1.9 trillion
in 2012.15
For US commercial aircraft makers and
their suppliers, prospects for exporting
aircraft will likely only be as strong as
buyers’ abilities to finance purchases.
A key player supporting exports of US
commercial aircraft through credit
initiatives has been the Export-Import
Bank (Ex-Im), the official US credit agency.
The Bank, since 1934, has provided export
financing products such as working capital
guarantees (pre-export financing), export
credit insurance, loan guarantees and
direct loans. The Export-Import Bank
Reauthorization Act of 2012 re-authorized
the Bank from fiscal years 2012–2014 and
lifted its lending limit from $100 billion
in 2012 to $140 billion in 2014.16 The Act
is set to expire on September 30, 2014,
with a vote on whether to re-authorize
expected to happen before that expiry date.

A common misconception of Ex-Im Bank
is that is provides financing at better-thanmarket rates, which is not true. Ex-Im is
a “lender of last resort,” but its rates are
substantially “at-market.” Proponents of
the EX-IM Bank argue that the institution
is crucial in providing financing where
commercial financing is not available
due to risk saturation and as a buffer
during periods of financial turmoil and
reduced commercial lending. “Export
credit agencies like Ex-Im help smooth out
periods of financial market disruptions. For
example, during the 2008–2009 financial
crisis, when the Bank stepped in with loan
guarantees for [foreign] buyers, Boeing
was able to continue to satisfy airline
demand for new fuel-efficient airplanes
at a time when commercial lenders were
not in the position to lend. Decoupling
large-scale manufacturing from finance
market volatility is integral to a viable
manufacturing base. It’s all about providing
liquidity when it’s needed,” said Kostya
Zolotusky, Managing Director of Capital
Markets and Leasing for Boeing Capital
Corp. “Without Ex-Im supporting airplane
exports, the US aerospace industry will be
at a disadvantage to the foreign competition
which has committed support from their
nations’ export credit agencies. Limitations
on Ex-Im Bank will not benefit any
constituents while putting at risk some
1.5 million US aerospace jobs and
compromise long-term viability of this
currently very successful sector. If foreign
airlines cannot depend on Ex-Im support,
they will simply compete against US airlines
using Airbus airplanes. To be competitive
globally, we must recognize the global
rules. It’s about fair competition and
a level playing field,” added Zolotusky.

The takeaway
Expanding foreign markets such
as China, India and Brazil offer
significant opportunities for US
aircraft manufacturers, as demand
for aircraft continues to swell in
those regions. Such opportunities
can drive both international and
domestic expansion. Expansion in
global markets also carries risks
including intellectual property
protection and human resources
issues such as talent recruitment,
training and retention in some
of these markets is particularly
difficult. Companies with supply
chains expanding overseas (and in
Mexico) also face new questions
surrounding the soundness of offshoring; indeed, some companies
are reconsidering the advantages
of re-shoring back to the US for
a host of reasons. The key for
US companies, educators and
policymakers, is promoting the
skills and policies that will support
investment in growth in the US.

15 The Berne Union, October 21, 2013, www.berneunion.org/statistics/
16 United States House of Representatives Committee on Financial Services
memorandum, June 10, 2013
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Global aviation manufacturing attractiveness index
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About PwC’s analysis
How countries compare in terms of their attractiveness
as locales for commercial aircraft manufacturing
Our study created an “attractiveness ranking index” which
primarily used a weighted average of variables: costs (taxes,
manufacturing wages, energy), workforce (including enrollments
in, and quality of, engineering programs, as well as productivity)
and size of existing industry.
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Top 10 countries by rank
Country

Cost rank

Industry rank

Talent rank

Overall rank

Netherlands

11

20

3

1

Germany

21

6

8

2

Canada

16

10

13

3

United States

29

1

10

4

United Kingdom

22

7

12

5

Singapore

9

39

1

6

Spain

9

13

28

7

Poland

7

15

30

8

France

27

7

20

9

Belgium

23

26

7

10

Source: Oxford Economics; World Economic Forum; Capital IQ; OECD; EU; PwC analysis
Note: Please find complete study results in appendix.
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We’re focused on doing things faster and cheaper and that does not give us the time
to innovate. What we really need is a better relationship with the creative designers
at earlier stages in the process. If we don’t innovate, we’ll die.
—Kellie Johnson, President, ACE Clearwater Enterprises

Innovation: R&D and
manufacturing in the
post-aluminum era
A confluence of factors is powering a drive
toward “green technologies” for cleaner,
more efficient and smarter aircraft. These
include airlines’ quest to cut fuel costs, and
to satisfy the European Union Emissions
Trading System (EU ETS) greenhouse
gas regulations and industry targets to
cut net carbon emissions by 50% by 2050
(compared to 2005 levels) and increase
annual fuel efficiency by 1.5% through
2020.17 Innovations are underway that aim
to achieve these goals. The next generation
of narrow-body aircraft, due for deliveries
in just a few years, promises nearly 20%
improved fuel efficiency compared to
current models. That’s a huge leap in
technology for one generation of aircraft,
considering that aircraft have achieved
about 50% improvement over the past 50
years of the jet age, or about 1% per year.
Other innovations strive toward
perennial—but increasingly urgent—
aims of introducing operating efficiencies
to cut costs and increase production
scale, and lower manufacturing-related
energy consumption.

Material world: Composites
go mainstream
Composites, making for lighter and more
fuel-efficient aircraft, comprised roughly
50% of the airframe structure of Boeing’s
B787 Dreamliner (by weight), compared
to about 5% in the original Boeing 747 from
the late 1960s. These materials, including
carbon and glass fiber composites—and,
potentially more common—ceramic and
metal matrix composites, are being applied
in an increasing number of plane parts,
including secondary structures, wing and
fuselage and engine fan blades.
In 2012, the global aerospace composites
market was estimated at $10.3 billion18
and demand for composite aircraft engine
structures alone is forecast to grow by
7% annually through 2016.19 “The age of
aluminum aircraft is probably past us—
with new materials overtaking it, especially
carbon composites, titanium, aluminum
and lithium alloys,” said John Tomblin of
Wichita State University.

17 “Fact Sheet: Climate Change,” IATA, https://www.iata.org/pressroom/facts_
figures/fact_sheets/pages/environment.aspx
18 “Aerospace Composites Market Worth $10.3 Billion in 2012,” Visiongain
press release, September 27, 2012
19 Aerospace Global Report 2011, Clearwater Corporate Finance, 2011
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Chris Red, principal of Composites,
Forecasts and Consulting predicts that
in three decades, composites could very
well average around 70% of an aircraft’s
weight, but this “might stretch the ability
of fiber part suppliers.” Red estimates
that use of carbon fiber composites (by
percentage of total aircraft weight) used
in the civil and commercial aviation sector
will grow about 10% CAGR through 2021,
compared to a 0.7% CAGR growth in the
amount of aluminum alloys used, by
weight, in aircraft.

Nanotechnology, too, is slowly being
incorporated in aircraft—for example,
carbon nano-tube-based materials or “nano
coatings” on electrochromatic windows.
EasyJet was among the first commercial
airlines to use a “nano-coating” on its
planes—a polymer coating used over a
conventional coat that repels dirt and dust
to reduce drag, cutting fuel consumption
by as much as 2%.21

As composites become more integral to new
aircraft, aerospace companies are answering
with acquisitions. Take for example, Kaman
Aerospace Group’s purchase of Vermont
Composites, a manufacturer of carbon-fiber
aircraft structures—one of a string of such
recent acquisitions. Or consider that
Boeing, in early 2013, announced its
opening of a Utah facility to focus on
making composites for its 787-9 near its
Salt Lake City fabrication and assembly
site to expand its internal composite
manufacturing.20

Unprecedented backlogs for large
commercial aircraft has exerted pressure
on suppliers to at once ramp up production,
ensure quality and cut lead times to fulfill
current orders—and secure more in the
future. One avenue to achieve this is
through automated production and
assembly and automated inspection
of certain high-precision parts and
components customarily done manually.

33%

The race to automate

Other potential benefits from automation
include: cost reductions, fewer employee
injuries and greater productivity. Indeed,
the aerospace industry is taking cues from
other industries, particularly the automotive
industry’s automated assembly lines,
integrating high levels of automation and
robotics into manufacturing systems. Spirit
Aerosystems, for instance, has used robots
on several production lines, including
those producing pylon and wing structures,
fuselages, cabins and cockpits.22

Doctoral

57%

Post-doctoral

33% of all STEM doctoral students in US
universities are foreign students on temporary
visas, and 57% of US post-doctoral fellows in
STEM fields hold temporary visas.
Source: Higher education in science and
engineering. In science and engineering indicators
2010 (chapter 2, pp. 25, 31), National Science
Board, 2010, http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/
seind10/pdf/seind10.pdf

20 “Boeing Expands Composite Manufacturing Capability in Utah,”
Compositestoday.com, January 12, 2013
21 “EasyJet Tests Nano Technology for Fuel Efficiency,” EasyJet press release,
http://corporate.easyjet.com/media/latest-news/news-year-2011/14-022011-en.aspx
22 Weber, Austin, “High-Flying Robots,” Assembly Magazine, April 20, 2009
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Better late than never? Nearly one in five flights are delayed

Percentage of US flight arrival delays
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Source: US Department of Transportation, Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Bureau of Transportation,
http://www.transtats.bts.gov/HomeDrillChart.asp
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We’re focusing on innovations that address the relationship between a product
and a person. The drivers of this innovation include communication and networking
systems and systems integration, and the relationship between electronic and
mechanical systems, including providing services and apps for the cockpits,
and upgrading the cockpit technology.
Mark Howes, Vice President, Integrated Delivery System, Honeywell

It is estimated that the global aerospace
service robotics market will grow about
24% (CAGR) from 2012–2014.23 So far,
robotic automation has made inroads with
a number of processes, including drilling,
riveting, fastening, finishing painting
and coating. It’s also gaining traction in
automated visual inspection, carrying out
quality-control and inspection traditionally
done manually—and by human eye—on
critical parts, such as engine components.
Potentially, automated inspection and
repair may have enormous implications
not only for OEMs (original equipment
manufacturers), but also for the MRO
(maintenance, repair and operation)
aftermarket.24 Robotics is also being used
in manufacturing carbon composite parts,
which typically involves highly advanced
manual skills. “The US is taking a lead on
the integration of high-volume and lowcost composites production technologies
and processes, such as automated fiber
placement, which is traditionally done
through a labor-intensive skill known as
‘hand lay-up’,” said Chris Red. “In the
next 10 years, I see the US taking big steps
in developing a suite of technologies in
automating fabrication of carbon composite

structures and parts. Potentially, as this
technology becomes scalable and increases
operating efficiencies with minimal manual
oversight and monitoring, the productivity
of carbon composites could rise by a factor
of one hundred, Red added.

Virtually designed
New technologies are also translating into
production and design efficiencies of
metallic parts. For example, 3-D
visualization enables parts makers to
inspect a computer-generated “virtual”
prototype for its manufacturability,
instead of manually inspecting a physical
prototype. New fabrication technologies,
too, (e.g., laser beam, friction stir and
friction welding) are leading to advances
in building prototypes and final products,
by producing “near net-shape” parts,
which cuts on waste of expensive raw
materials such as titanium, and trims
development lead time and costs.

23 “Global Aerospace Service Robotics Market 2012–2016,”
MarketResearchReports.biz press release, March 10, 2013
24 Waurzyniak, Patrick, “Aerospace Builders Automate Processes,”
Manufacturing Engineering, March 2012
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Additive manufacturing (AM, or 3-D
printing) is another technology that is
already changing the landscape of design,
prototyping and the manufacture of final
production parts. Parts for the Rolls
Royce Trent XWB engine are being made
through AM, and GE Aircraft Engines
has entered the AM sphere with its 2012
acquisition of Morris Technologies, a
prototyping firm specializing in AM.25
Engine maker Pratt & Whitney—which
has invested $4.5 million in an additive
manufacturing research center with the
University of Connecticut, and plans to
invest an additional $3.5 million over
the next five years—is using additive
manufacturing to produce some parts
for its PW1000G engines.26

Digitizing flight
As aircraft become more sophisticated, so
too, are their communications and avionics
systems which are increasingly going
wireless and reliant upon computers and
software, with the number of lines of
software code building intelligence into
aircraft dramatically increasing. Boeing’s
787 Dreamliner, for instance, requires
some 6.5 million lines of software code to
run avionics and onboard support systems
alone.27 “The weight-savings to go from
wired to wireless is significant, but that’s a
lot of software to keep safe and secure,” said
John Tomblin of Wichita State University.
Indeed, digitalizing airplanes will not only
require the industry to recruit specialists
such as computer and electronic engineers
and designers, but also the skills and
specialists needed to make those systems
secure and maintained.

19%

4%

Asia

US

In the US, about 4% of all bachelor’s degrees
awarded in 2008 were in engineering, compared
to about 19% throughout Asia and 31%
in China specifically.
Source: National Science Foundation, http://www.
nsf.gov/statistics/seind12/c2/c2h.htm#s3

31%
China

25 Graham Warwick and Guy Norris, “Metallics Make Comeback With
Manufacturing Advances,” Aviation Week, May 6, 2013
26 Ibid
27 “This Car Runs on Code,” IEEE Spectrum, http://spectrum.ieee.org,
February 2009
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Returning to over 800 million passengers going through US airport gates

Number of passengers at all US airports from both domestic and foreign carriers, in millions

733.9

2000

800.8

808.1

835.4

2005

2006

2007

808.5

753.7
682.5

670.6

700.9

2001

2002

2003

2004

2008

767.8

787.5

802.1

812.9

2009

2010

2011

2012

Note: Flights are considered delayed if having arrived or departed at the gate at least 15 minutes after scheduled time; information based on reporting carriers,
of which the number varies from year to year.
Source: “On-Time Performance—Flight Delays at a Glance,” Research and Innovative Technology Administration, US Department of Transportation, Bureau
of Transportation Transtats, http://www.transtats.bts.gov/Data_Elements.aspx?Data=2

In 2012, the number of aerospace
and defense employees in the US
fell under 600,000, the first time
since 2003.
Source: “Aviation Week Workforce Study 2012,”
Aviation Week, August 13, 2012
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It’s always been a cardinal rule to keep manufacturing and R&D together, but that
may not always be a beneficial model. The problem sometimes is that engineers can
be too close to the manufacturing floor and spend too much time on tending
to problems there and less on true R&D.
—John Tomblin, Executive Director, Wichita State University’s National
Institute for Aviation Research, Wichita State University

The need to innovate
infrastructure
The global aircraft industry will expand
to the extent that the air transport
infrastructure can accommodate that
expansion. One could argue that the pace
of innovation of US aircraft manufacturers
is far outstripping that of the nation’s
outmoded and congested air transport
systems. Consider that airport congestion
and flight delays account for a national
cost of almost $22 billion, according to the
FAA. Or, that The American Society of Civil
Engineers, in a recent report, graded the US
aviation infrastructure a “D” saying that it
is “beginning to be overtaken by countries
with ambitious investment programs.”28
In 2013, one in five arrivals in the US
were either delayed or cancelled—hardly
an improvement in the last decade (see
graphic “Better late than never? Nearly
one in five flights delayed” for illustrated
data). Meanwhile, in 2012, the number
of passengers going through gates at US
airports surpassed 800 million (see
graphic “Back to over 800 million
passengers through US airport gates”
for illustrated data).
Indeed, the state of the air transport
infrastructure places a heavy onus upon
expediting the FAA’s NextGen program,
charged with upgrading the country’s radarbased air-traffic system with more accurate
satellite-based technology for greater safety,
efficiency and increased capacity. However,
the program has been dogged by delays

and cost over-runs. A recent Government
Accountability Office report stated that the
FAA “provides limited data to demonstrate
its progress in implementing midterm
improvements and the associated benefits
and recommended the FAA “ensure that
stakeholders have needed information
on NextGen progress to facilitate
investment decisions.”
NextGen is estimated to cost $18 billion
through 2018 and has a 2021 deadline
for completion.29 Indeed, the need for a
world-class national aircraft control traffic
system will likely deepen in the coming
decades, with more aircraft handled by
the nation’s airports expected to rise
inexorably. The FAA forecasts that the
number of commercial aircraft handled by
its air route traffic control centers will rise
from 32.6 million in 2012 to 56 million in
2040 for an average 2% annual growth.30
Advancing the US air traffic management
(ATM) system could yield benefits well
beyond the nation’s borders. As ATM
systems in other countries receive
investments for modernization, there well
could be opportunities for US companies
carrying out improvements in the US to
help to do so abroad through public private
partnerships--especially where air traffic
is expected to rise such as in China,
Russia and India.

28 2013 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure, American Society of Civil
Engineers, March 2013
29 “NextGen Air Transportation System: FAA has made some progress in
midterm implementation, but ongoing challenges limit expected benefits,”
United States Government Accountability Office, April 2013
30 Forecasts if IFR Aircraft Handled by FAA Air Route Traffic Control Centers,
FY 2013–2040, Federal Aviation Administration, 2013
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Taking stock in bio-fuels
One potential game-changing technology
is price-stable, renewable bio-fuels.
According to one estimate, fuel costs
accounted for 14% of airlines’ average
operating costs in 2003 and, by 2012,
rose to 33%.31 How quickly will bio-fuels
be adopted into mainstream aviation?
Industry estimates on the amount that
bio-fuels will replace jet fuel by 2035
range widely—from 40% to 70%.32
Indeed, there have already been landmark
flights with blended or “drop-in” bio-fuels
(or kerosene-bio-fuel blends).
In late 2012, Canada’s National Research
Council made a civil jet flight on 100%
unblended bio-fuel derived from oilseed—
the first such flight in a commercial
non-military aircraft (a Falcon 20).33
Feedstocks showing promise include
jatropha, camelina and algae.

The aviation industry has stepped up to
help develop the jet bio-fuels. Consider
Boeing, Airbus and Embraer which last
year agreed to collaborate to “support,
promote and accelerate the availability of
sustainable new jet fuel sources,” and set
a goal of having bio-fuels account for 4%
of the aviation industry’s fuel demand by
2020.34 Airbus is jointly researching biofuel feedstocks—including cooking oil and
algae—with China’s Tsinghua University
and Boeing is collaborating with China’s
aerospace group COMAC through their
joint Aviation Energy Conservation and
Emissions Reduction Technology Center.35
A race is afoot to develop jet bio-fuels
at commercial scale. Applied Research
Associates, Inc., an engineering firm based
in Panama City, Florida, plans by 2015, to
complete a 5,000-gallon-a-day bio-refinery
to produce 100% drop-in jet (as well as
diesel and gasoline) bio-fuel from plant
matter and algae, according to Chuck Red,
the company’s alternative fuels lead. “The
OEMs recognize that the future of fuels
is alternative fuels—and, of course, the
engine-makers know this too, and
will need to ensure their engines operate
well with the new fuels. Bio-fuels are
no doubt converging with the aviation
suppliers. We have to,” said Red.

The takeaway
Companies that innovate in ways
that make aircraft smarter and
greener will hold the competitive
advantage as demand for more
efficient, lighter aircraft persists.
The next decade will likely usher
in a wave of innovations that could
accelerate the development of
new aircraft and the retro-fitting
of older aircraft as airlines seek
out the best and newest aircraft
available. As emerging aircraft
OEMs mature, there will be even
more pressure to innovate and
compete in fast-growing markets,
particularly Asia Pacific.

More than 80% of aviation companies describe a highly-skilled workforce
as a “most important” factor to their success in the next 3–5 years, citing
the most pressing workforce shortages in the areas of manufacturing
and R&D.
Source: “Aviation Week Workforce Study 2012,” Aviation Week,
August 13, 2012

31 Renewablejetfuels.org, http://renewablejetfuels.org/what-we-do/the-basics
32 2012 Airline Themes, PwC, 2012
33 “Canada’s NRC makes milestone bio-fuel flight,” Aviation International,
December 2012
34 “Boeing, Airbus and Embraer to Collaborate on Aviation Bio-fuels,”
ainonline.com, March 22, 2012
35 “Airbus Launches Chinese Bio-fuel Study,” ainonline.com, September 3, 2012
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Where is commercial aircraft
manufacturing poised for
growth in the US?
Home-grown:
Growing aerospace
manufacturing clusters
and networks in
the US
Part of the US maintaining, and even
improving, its global competitiveness
means encouraging an expansion of the
aerospace industrial complex—both
growing existing successful clusters such
as Wichita, Fort Worth-Arlington, SeattleBellevue-Everett, and Connecticut and
nurturing emerging ones such as South
Carolina, Oklahoma or Ohio. But growth is
not limited to the traditional cluster model.
Suppliers, for example, are also spreading
across the US—and to Mexico. In some
ways, geographical concentration of OEMs
and suppliers is becoming less critical now
than a decade ago, with improvements
in technology and distribution speed.

The idea of cultivating a national network—
in addition to manufacturers clustering in
certain locales—is echoed in the National
Network for Manufacturing Innovation,
a proposed $1 billion federal program
designed to establish up to 15 regional
manufacturing institutes to function as
hubs of innovation.36 And, in May
2013, the White House announced two
new manufacturing institutes, to be run
by the Department of Defense: the Digital
Manufacturing and Design Innovation
Institute and the Lightweight and Modern
Metals Manufacturing Innovation
Institute.37

36 “National Network for Manufacturing Innovation: A Preliminary Design,”
Executive Office of the President, The White House, January 2013
37 “Obama Administration Launches Competition for Three New Manufacturing
Innovation Institutes,” White House press release, May 9, 2013
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New hubs
Clearly, though, the greatest factor
for accelerating commercial aircraft
manufacturing is the expansion of OEMs’
footprint in existing and new regions.
Take the growing South Carolina-Alabama
corridor. Boeing has built a considerable
presence in its North Charleston, South
Carolina, site. Nearly 60,000 square
feet with some 6,000 employees, the
site was chosen for final assembly and
delivery line for the 787 Dreamliner
and only the third site in the world to
assemble and deliver twin-aisle commercial
aircraft.38 And, in early 2013, Boeing
announced an additional $1 billion
expansion in South Carolina through
2020 with the state agreeing to pay Boeing
$120 million in incentives (which includes
costs for utilities and site preparation)
for the move.39 Meanwhile, EADS
(European Aeronautic Defence and
Space Company N.V) broke ground on
a new A320 family final assembly plant
in neighboring Mobile, Alabama, its fourth
such factory in the world and first in the
US. EADS committed to a $600 million
investment in the site, which is expected
to create some 4,000 jobs and to deliver
its first planes in 2016.40

Expanding US aircraft
manufacturing—where next?
Where else is fertile ground for OEMs
and their suppliers to expand? PwC
analyzed the relative “aerospace industry
attractiveness” of the US in a state-bystate comparison. Our study produced
an overall “attractiveness ranking index”
using a weighted average of the following
variables: costs (taxes, business climate,
energy), workforce (including available
aerospace technicians, engineers,
mechanics, education attainment) and
number of aerospace companies (see
below). While this ranking by no means
suggests the “best places” for aerospace
manufacturing, given that companies’
individual criteria for locating in a
geographical area vary so widely—it
does, however, provide an interesting view
on the wide diversity of options to locate
sites and/or R&D facilities—most especially
for those suppliers which do not need to
be based near OEMs. Not surprisingly,
highest-ranking states, such as Florida,
Texas and Washington, score well across
core variables, with relatively modest
wages, well trained and educated
workforces and a relatively high number
of aerospace companies. For companies
looking at one variable more than others,
there are states that outshine others.
Take, for example, states such as Utah
and Wyoming (with respective overall
rankings of 11 and 12 respectively)
scored 1 and 2 respectively in cost.

38 Boeing South Carolina website, http://www.boeing.com/boeing/commercial/
charleston/
39 Smith, Bruce, “Boeing plans $1 billion expansion in SC,” AP, April 9, 2013
40 “Airbus ‘game-changing’ U.S. A320 family final assemble line comes to
Alabama,” Airbus press release, April 8, 2013. http://www.airbus.com/
newsevents/news-events-single/detail/airbus-game-changing-us-a320-familyfinal-assembly-line-comes-to-alabama/
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US aviation manufacturing attractiveness index
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States

Cost rank
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Florida

6

9

1

1

Texas

11

8

3

2

7

10

10

3

Michigan

15

5

20

4

Ohio

28

2

16

5

California

45

1

2

6

Pennsylvania

38

3

8

7

Arizona

19

14

11

8

Missouri

4

22

12

9

Georgia

21

16

5

10

Washington

Source: Department of Labor; Tax Foundation; EIA, Census Bureau; PwC analysis
Note: Please find complete study results in appendix.
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Global aviation technician hires needed by region, 2012–2031

15%

22%
Europe
129,700

CIS
18,100

9%

North America
92,000

8%
Latin America
47,300

3%

3%
Africa
16,200

Middle East
53,700

41%

Asia Pacific
243,500

Source: 2012 Pilot & Technician Outlook, Boeing, 2012

Talent: Filling the
pipeline
Aviation workforce
needs are expanding…
Thriving in the new competitive landscape
means nurturing today’s workforce to
satisfy backlog demand for aircraft and, just
as important, to meet demand for the next
generation of more efficient, sustainable
aircraft. Growing and diversifying this
workforce is fundamental to securing the
competitiveness of US commercial aviation
manufacturing in a swiftly changing,
globalized market.
Commercial aviation’s rapid global
expansion raises the question of whether
the industry’s growth may well outstrip the
availability of talent needed to support that
growth. Consider that the global aviation
industry is forecast to require 601,000

new commercial airline maintenance
technicians by 2031, with 243,500 needed
in Asia Pacific and 92,500 in North America,
according to Boeing (see graphic).41

Beyond engineers…
The National Science Foundation estimates
that nearly 22,000 jobs will have been made
available for aerospace engineers alone in
the US from 2010–2020, yet that represents
a relatively paltry 4.9% CAGR growth,
compared to other aviation job categories
(see graphic).42 So, as the industry’s
unsatiated appetite for a wider range
of expertise, skills and education persists,
addressing the narrowing US talent pipeline
in the aviation industry will undoubtedly
mean peering beyond the number of jobs
forecast for just aerospace engineers.

41 2012 Pilot and Technician Outlook, Boeing, 2012
42 US Department of Labor, Table 1.7 Occupational employment and job
openings data, projected 2010–20, and worker characteristics, 2010, US
Bureau of Labor statistics
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Our experience has been to globalize due to both cost as well as a requirement
to invest in order to participate in many of these global markets. Subsequently, our
company has both invested and developed talent in regions such as China, India and
Eastern Europe. We tap into the technical and engineering talent around the world
in our focused markets. While there exists a core need to improve US STEM
education, we’ve been able to develop talent outside the US.
Mark Howes, Vice President, Integrated Delivery System, Honeywell

Wanted: Not just more talent,
but more kinds of talent
Innovations in areas such as automation
(and “digital” or “computational”
manufacturing) are drawing other types
of engineers to the industry—including
materials engineers, computer engineers,
electrical and electronic engineers…even
civil engineers. Non-engineering aviation
jobs (especially in skilled manufacturing),
too, are forecast to rise in demand
(see graphic).
Job growth in avionics technicians,
industrial machinery mechanics and
aircraft structure and systems assemblers,
for example, are forecast to far outpace
the average growth of all occupations,
according to the Bureau of Labor statistics.
“The aerospace industry is a highly
diversified industry. We have—and need—
every flavor of engineer in the aerospace
industry—from cyber security to
biotechnology to communications and
IT to materials scientists. We need to
change the stereotype that the industry
needs only aerospace engineers,” said
Susan Lavrakas, director, Workforce,
Aerospace Industries Association.
As the industry make strides toward
greater sustainability, new talent is also
being siphoned from sectors converging
into the industry to make that happen,
such as bio-fuels. “There are some signals
that the bio-fuels industry is drawing talent
from other industries, such as chemical
engineers, that might have traditionally

gone to other more established industries.
They see working in a new industry as
exciting. These young professionals want
to find the Holy Grail of new technology,”
said Chuck Red, division manager/
alternative fuels lead at Applied Research
Associates, Inc, a jet bio-fuels enterprise.
Filling technology jobs may well drag on
what otherwise looks to be a momentous
resurgence of US manufacturing
competitiveness, according to Pat
Shanahan, Senior Vice President of
Airplane Programs, The Boeing Company.
“The US has increasing energy production,
increasing productivity and declining
logistics costs. However, the talent shortage
for high-tech jobs is limiting growth. The
real gains in manufacturing will not come
from technology such as RFID or ERP
systems, but rather come from human
capital,” said Shanahan. “So, as a country,
we ought to look at making it easier for
industry to import talent.” Shanahan
points, for example, to need for more
talent around sophisticated analytics—
particularly predictive analytics. “The
aviation industry has a trove of data, but
we rely on experts to interpret the data
rather than mining the data for solutions.
This is especially true in predictive
analysis—to know when a part is wearing
before it breaks down. The aerospace
industry needs to recruit from outside
the industry to find the talent to meet the
analytics needs,” Shanahan said.
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Estimated percentages of US jobs growth in selected aviation occupational fields, 2010–2020

Engineering

Non-engineering

2.5%
All engineers

4.9%
526,000

6.0%
Electrical and electronic
engineers

88,400

5,800

99,600

Aircraft mechanics and
service technicians

12,200

Structural metal fabricators
and fitters

104,400

Civil engineers

21.6%
45,200

6.6%

4.9%
Air transport workers

Mechanical engineers

8,100

Materials engineers

18.0%

6.3%

14.3%
Aircraft structure, surfaces,
rigging, and systems
assemblers

21,800

8.8%

18.0%
Avionics technicians

Aerospace engineers

8.7%

Industrial machinery
mechanics

177,100

21.2%
28,300

19,300

Commercial pilots

14.3%
81,300

Total, all occupations

54,787,000

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, US Department of Labor, Table 1.7 Occupational employment and job openings data, projected 2010-20, and worker
characteristics, 2010, http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_table_107.htm

In the US, temporary visa students earned
27% of all science and engineering master’s
degrees in 2009.

27%

Source: National Science Foundation,
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind12/c2/c2h.
htm#s3
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Losing the “Apollo Effect”?
Students once drawn to aviation a
generation (or two) ago entered the field
with the allure and excitement surrounding
Apollo missions and other front-page NASA
achievements. Today’s young talent is
likewise drawn to the “next big thing.” But,
instead of supersonic flight, it may well be
new draws tapping the talent pool such as
big data, information technology, driverless
cars, app development or even video games.
“We’re seeing a lack of interest among
students pursuing aviation as a career—
whether it be on the technician, engineering
or pilot level,” said Lori Brown, assistant
professor at Western Michigan State
University’s College of Aviation, and
member of the International Civil Aviation
Organization’s Next Generation Aviation
Professional task force. “We’re also having
difficulty retaining aviation talent looking
for more attractive pay, benefits and
quality-of-life issues other industries
offer,” Brown said.
According to a recent study, when asked
what the industry would have to do to
convince them to consider an aviation
career, 35 percent cited salary increases,
20 percent called for a more family-friendly
lifestyle and 13 percent highlighted
improved work schedules.43 Brown added:
“There will be more aviation jobs,
specifically in Asia. Take China, where
some airlines are wooing aviation

The retirement cliff: Percentages of US A&D workforce
eligible for retirement, 2011–2016

20.86%

13.18%

16.43%

16.54%

2014

2015

14.36%

12.69%

2011

2012

2013

2016

Source: “Aviation Week Workforce Study 2012,” Aviation Week, 2012

professionals with attractive pay, benefits
packages and are taking very creative
measures to attract talent—with one
airline even offering an in-company matchmaking service.”
Making matters worse is the impending
“retirement cliff” in the aviation and defense
industry, with over 20% of the workforce
eligible for retirement in 2020, according
to one estimate (see graphic). Between
2005 and 2015, 73% of the American air
traffic controller population is eligible for
retirement, estimates the International
Civil Aviation Organization.44

43 “Pilot Career Is Losing Its Appeal, Shows Survey,” Aviation International
News, ainonline.com, May 14, 2013
44 ICAO website, http://icaopressroom.wordpress.com/page/4/
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We are bringing in new talent from outside the industry to support us in new ways,
such as our use of computer animation and simulation. We’re getting people who
might have gone to work for a film studio who now work for us, using visualization
and simulation tools.
—Kellie Johnson, President, ACE Clearwater Enterprises

The teaching company
Companies are beginning to “own” the
talent problem, investing more time and
capital to train and educate a sustainable
workforce, even if that means doing what
some may consider squarely the job of
the public sector. Indeed, only 3% of US
CEOs agree that government has done an
effective job at preparing a well-qualified
workforce. Most CEOs (68%) felt preparing
a pipeline of well-qualified workforce ought
to be a top priority of government. And,
to help meet talent needs, 65% of the US
CEOs surveyed in the the latest PwC
CEO Survey said they were planning to
invest in creating and nurturing a skilled
workforce in their home country.45

1

Technicians

3

Engineers

4

Skilled trades workers

5

Production operators

Jobs employers have the most trouble filling in the
Americas—with lack of skilled applicants as the
top reason for the shortages, according to a recent
Manpower Group survey.
Source: 2013 Talent Shortages Survey, Manpower
Group, 2013

Indeed, some aerospace companies
are already doing so. Aerospace Industries
Association (AIA) member companies
commit more than $160 million a year
to STEM education through national
education programs such as Mathcounts®
and Project Lead The Way (PLTW), as
well as offer internships.46 “Companies
are realizing that in some cases they have
to grow their own talent,” said Susan
Lavrakas, director of workforce at the
Aerospace Industries Association. “The
biggest deficit is in technical skills in
advanced manufacturing out of high school
or community college level—whether it
is working with computerized equipment
or other technical skills,” she added.
Building upon existing transferable skills
is another proactive recruitment tack. Take,
for instance, the Manufacturing Institute’s
target to train 100,000 military veterans
in advanced manufacturing by 2015
through a cross-sector coalition called Get
Skills to Work, with participants including
GE and Alcoa and aviation companies
Boeing and Lockheed Martin.47

45 2013 US CEO Survey, PwC, 2013
46 Blakey, Marion. C., “Viewpoint: Team America Rocketry Challenge—Ten Years of
Making a Difference in STEM,” Aerospace Industries Association, June 2012,
http://www.aia-aerospace.org/newsroom/publications/aia_eupdate/
june_2012_eupdate/viewpoint_team_america_rocketry_challenge_ten_years_
of_making_a_difference_in_stem/
47 “First class of U.S. veterans completes ‘Get Skills to Work’ training,” GE press
release, March 14, 2013
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There’s a real interest in passing the knowledge from one generation to another. It’s
essential for the industry and education to have a deeper dialogue on making sure
kids are taught the specific applied skills they’ll need in the workforce—for example,
by making changes to schools’ curricula and making it easier to get working
professionals from our industry into the classrooms.
—Karl Hutter, COO, Click Bond, Inc.

Externship: The on-campus
internship model
Effective recruitment may also lie in going
to where the talent is: the college or high
school campus. Consider Wichita State
University’s National Institute for Aviation
Research (NIAR), a model for private
sector-academic collaboration in aviation
research and development, which, in the
last three years, has doubled the number
of companies (to about 180 as of early
2013) with which it collaborates, according
to the NIAR’s executive director, Dr. John
Tomblin. “What we’re seeing is a new model
for developing talent in which companies
offer internships—not at their companies,
but on our campus, in our school labs.

47%
China

25% of undergraduates in the European Union, 47% in China,
and 38% in South Korea chose a science or engineering
major, compared to only 16% of US undergraduates.

38%
S Korea

25%
EU

They come to us, and we find the talent.”
Tomblin added that NIAR currently has
about 40 companies using this on-campus
internship model—leading to successful
recruitment impacts—and which he
believes could work at other engineering
programs as well. In a similar vein,
Lockheed Martin engineers volunteer time
as guest lecturers at local schools through
its “Engineers in the Classroom” outreach
initiative (in conjunction with Project
Lead The Way), and has a goal to support
75 schools in the next five years through
similar endeavors.48

16%
US

Source: Science and engineering indicators 2010 (appendix
tables pages 128–130), Arlington, VA: National Science
Foundation, http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind10/pdf/at02.
pdf, see table 2–35, “First university degrees, by selected
region and country/economy: 2006 or most recent year.”

48 Project Lead the Way, www.pltw.org
n.b. This program is now being replicated in four other states through a group
called the National Aviation Consortium and a $15 million grant from the
US Department of Labor.
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We’re seeing difficulty in finding good available talent at two ends
of the spectrum—the machinists at one end and the engineers
at the other. With engineering talent, the issues are: can we find
them, keep them and keep them motivated?
—David Kornblatt, CFO, Triumph Group, Inc.

Local college, local solution
A hub for enlisting young aerospace
manufacturing talent has flourished in
the Pacific Northwest at the Washington
Aerospace Training and Research Center,
located at Paine Air Field in Everett,
Washington. Overseen by Edmonds
Community College, the center collaborates
with the state’s aerospace firms, offering
12-week training certificates in areas such
as manufacturing, electrical assembly and
aerospace tooling. Since opening in 2012,
it has graduated 1,400 students, with
some 1,000 of those applying for jobs in
the aerospace industry and 767 graduates
ultimately landing jobs. In addition to

24%
1985

these classes, the center will begin offering
STEM training to elementary and high
school students.49 South Carolina has also
helped pave the talent road for Boeing (and
other new arrivals) to train workers. The
South Carolina Commerce Department
collaborates with the state’s 16 technical
colleges to train workers, and, under the
“readySC” initiative, workers are recruited
and trained according to companies’ talent
needs. Additionally, the technical college
program called Apprenticeship Carolina
offers companies a $1,000 tax credit per
registered apprentice employed at least
seven months of a calendar year.50

The takeaway
While companies across the
aircraft manufacturing industry
have encountered talent shortfalls
for some time, some companies
have taken novel steps to recruit,
train and retain talent—from
technicians at one end to aerospace
engineers at the other. Effective
talent recruitment strategies
involve collaboration among
private sector, government and
educational institutions that target
numerous talent issues including
STEM education, relevant job
skills training and the recruitment
of new talent needed to spark
innovations that will produce the
next generation of aircraft. The
industry must also take measures
to lift its reputation and allure, as
other industries, over the years,
have pulled talent that might once
have been drawn to aviation.

The percentage of students in the US graduating from
four-year colleges with STEM degrees fell from 24%
in 1985 to 18% in 2009.
Source: STEM Education: Preparing for the jobs of the
Future, US Congress Joint Economic Committee,
April 2012

18%
2009

49 Dunlop, Michael, “Paine Field aerospace training center to grow,”
HeraldNet, 2013
50 Demuth, Jerry, “South Carolina Opens Doors to the Worldwide Marketplace,”
Global Trade, March/April 2013
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What this means for
your business
Top industry issues and what
companies are doing (or can do)
Issues, implications, actions
While pressing issues facing industry leaders include talent, innovation and globalization,
a host of other issues resonate with leaders interviewed for this paper. Below is a digest
of top-of-mind issues presently and potentially challenging the preservation and expansion
of US leadership in commercial aircraft—as well as implications of these issues and,
most important, what companies can do to tackle them.
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Issues

Implications for US competitiveness

What companies are doing (or can do)

Talent

Companies are under pressure as they seek to
secure the workforce they need to achieve increased
production rates and continue to innovate. Talent—
both the skilled technician and engineer ends—is hard
to secure as the industry faces stiff competition from
other industries.

Companies are being more proactive in forging ties
with government and academia to attract, educate
and train the next generation of manufacturers and
to capture and pass on the knowledge of veteran
specialists nearing retirement.

Innovation

Demand for “greener, smarter” aircraft and greater
automation in manufacturing and inspection are
exerting more pressure on US aviation OEMs and
suppliers to boost innovation and productivity while
containing costs to maintain technological leads.

Aviation manufacturing companies can consider
co-opting automation practices from other industries
(e.g., automotive) and collaborate with emerging
developers of technology (carbon composites,
bio-fuels) and manufacturing processes to maintain
a leading edge as innovators and to diversify
their businesses.

Globalization pressures/
opportunities

Mushrooming demand for commercial fleets outside
the US, especially in Asia, leaves US manufacturers
eager to sell to and expand in these markets
through partnerships. Yet they need to build a
strategy that prevents new partners from turning
into new competitors.

To thrive globally, US companies need to invest in
securing and nurturing local talent and be vigilant
when partnering with local firms, employing strict
IP protection measures and careful technology
transfer strategies.

Availability of capital

Financing by export credit agencies (most notably,
Ex-Im Bank) and private sector lenders clearly drives
not only OEM deliveries but also has a ripple effect
throughout the aviation industry ecosystem and related
industries. Ex-Im is a critical backstop to commercial
capital in order to keep the industry healthy.

Work collaboratively with lenders and promote the
importance of the Ex-Im Bank.

Cost of labor

As manufacturing spreads throughout the US—and
suppliers are more able to geographically decouple
from customers—companies find greater leeway
with fixed costs, including wages.

Companies are making long-term strategic relocations
to take advantage of wage arbitrage within the
US, particularly in the Southwest (see US aviation
manufacturing attractiveness index).

Cost management

Pressures to manage costs prompt suppliers to look
on multiple fronts—from wages to healthcare costs,
automation, commodities, energy, transportation
and maintenance, etc.

Companies that are innovative in managing costs—
from the supply chain to operations—will be more
competitive as customers weigh pros and cons
of off-shoring and on-shoring to the US. Suppliers
need to find ways to compete in a world where
many orders are global and require quick, costcompetitive fulfillment.
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Issues

Implications for US competitiveness

What companies are doing (or can do)

Energy costs

Volatile energy prices impact demand for aviation
and leave energy-intensive sectors, including airplane
parts and component manufacturing, vulnerable to
energy cost pressures.

Companies are adopting energy management systems
and processes to contain costs. Meanwhile, the sharp
rise in shale gas and oil production in the US bodes
well in stabilizing energy and feedstock costs for
manufacturers across the vast and diverse aircraft
manufacturing supply chain.

Tax policy

US federal tax rates are among the highest in the
world and the tax code is extremely complex. Many
companies promote an overhaul of the current tax
code to be less complex and more competitive with
global tax rates. Depending on the state, corporate
tax rates can exert considerable pressure on aircraft
manufacturers’ bottom line and can place US
suppliers at a competitive disadvantage. Companies
also note the importance of a permanent federal
R&D tax credit.

Companies can lobby their federal and state
legislators for tax reform to make R&D tax credits
permanent and to even increase the amount of
the credit—such as the case in New Hampshire
in early 2013.

Regulations

Many companies cite the high cost of regulation
as a competitive disadvantage, from environmental
regulations to Dodd-Frank.

Companies can lobby their federal and state
representatives regarding the cost of regulation
and regulation reform.
Additionally, the cost of non-compliance can be
considerable. Companies need to build more
effective and efficient processes for compliance.

Infrastructure

An acute need exists to expand and modernize
US critical infrastructure, including the network of
airports, multi-nodal connections and air traffic
control infrastructure. The success—or lack thereof—
in developing air transport infrastructure will have
important implications for the potential growth for
aviation demand and of the commercial aircraft
industry in the US.

The commercial aviation industry and the FAA will
need to make greater strides in “taking ownership”
of the successful development of NextGen air
traffic initiatives as well as making efforts to
support the development of a 21st century airport
network in the US.

Supply-chain innovation

The pressure OEMs face to increase production
rates is trickling down through their supply
chain, raising expectations for quicker and more
cost-effective production, while ensuring
world-class quality.

Manufacturers and suppliers that can adopt
innovations that lead to quicker production lead
times, improve quality and contain costs (e.g., through
automation, robotics, additive manufacturing) will
likely sharpen their competitive edge, not only
among US competitors but also those emerging
in foreign markets.
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Issues

Implications for US competitiveness

What companies are doing (or can do)

IP protection

As US aviation companies expand into new markets
through partnerships and business combinations
with local firms abroad, they seek the opportunities
to expand in growing markets yet simultaneously
run risks of losing valuable IP to those very partners.
Likewise, acquisitions of US aviation companies
by foreign firms may result in threats to US leads
in aviation technology.

Companies must put into place the right controls and
protections to reduce risks of IP rights infringement.

Cyber security

The rising concern surrounding cyber attacks
on US critical infrastructure as well as hacking into
companies’ systems highlight the realities of a new
era of corporate and national espionage and,
worse, terrorism.

As aviation companies wade into new realms of
“compufacturing” and relying on big data for both
manufacturing and R&D, they must invest in proper
cyber protections to prevent potentially damaging
consequences of cyber attacks.
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Appendices
The methodology
The country and US state attractiveness rankings were both created by incorporating variables which fell into
the broad categories of cost, workforce, and size of existing aerospace industry. Cost variables for both rankings
focused on third-party evaluations of taxes, business climate, and cost of electricity. The country workforce ranking
incorporates education as it pertains to secondary and tertiary enrollment, graduate enrollments in engineering
programs, and labor productivity; while the state workforce ranking incorporates data on available aerospace
technicians, engineers, mechanics, and education attainment. For both the country and state rankings, the size
of the existing industry examines the number of aerospace and related companies. Population was also included
in the size of industry ranking by country. Note that the global country study included a select number of countries.

US aviation manufacturing attractiveness index: Complete raw data
State

Cost rank

Talent rank

Industry rank

Overall rank

Alabama

13

17

20

15

Alaska

19

35

47

43

Arizona

19

11

14

8

Arkansas

30

35

35

36

California

45

2

1

6

Colorado

24

8

21

16

Connecticut

47

4

6

14

Delaware

27

33

40

37

Florida

6

1

9

1

Georgia

21

5

16

10

Hawaii

33

44

47

51

Idaho

17

49

40

41

Illinois

42

22

4

17

Indiana

10

30

15

13

Iowa

43

29

32

37

Kansas

31

15

16

18

Kentucky

17

41

25

27

Louisiana

24

39

40

39

Maine

37

37

36

45

Maryland

41

7

25

25
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State

Cost rank

Talent rank

Industry rank

Overall rank

Massachusetts

40

18

11

20

Michigan

15

20

5

4

Minnesota

49

28

13

29

Mississippi

9

46

47

42

Missouri

4

12

22

9

Montana

3

26

47

32

Nebraska

34

47

36

44

8

45

32

30

New Hampshire

35

38

28

34

New Jersey

51

14

12

23

New Mexico

32

31

40

40

New York

48

13

7

19

North Carolina

36

19

22

26

North Dakota

14

50

47

48

Ohio

28

16

2

5

Oklahoma

12

22

28

22

Oregon

15

24

25

21

Pennsylvania

38

8

3

7

Rhode Island

50

43

30

49

South Carolina

22

25

30

28

South Dakota

4

40

36

31

Tennessee

29

32

36

35

Texas

11

3

8

2

Utah

1

21

22

11

Vermont

45

34

32

46

Virginia

23

5

19

12

Washington

7

10

10

3

West Virginia

26

51

40

47

Wisconsin

39

27

16

24

Wyoming

2

47

40

33

44

42

40

50

Nevada

Dist. of Columbia

Source: Department of Labor; Tax Foundation; EIA, Census Bureau; PwC analysis
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Global aviation manufacturing attractiveness index: Complete raw data
Country

Cost rank

Talent rank

Industry rank

Overall rank

Argentina

54

47

34

53

Australia

36

9

17

15

Austria

25

24

28

22

Belgium

23

7

26

10

Brazil

53

43

10

44

Canada

16

13

10

3

Chile

30

40

38

45

China

52

38

2

33

Colombia

49

50

32

52

4

36

52

33

11

29

30

20

6

16

45

19

Egypt

46

54

24

51

Estonia

17

19

51

28

Finland

20

2

42

17

France

27

20

7

9

Germany

21

8

6

2

Greece

18

40

37

37

8

21

41

20

Iceland

15

17

54

27

India

51

44

3

39

Indonesia

34

46

18

39

3

15

48

18

Islamic Republic of Iran

47

45

25

50

Israel

35

23

32

30

Italy

33

37

9

24

Japan

38

14

5

11

Korea

36

11

12

14

1

35

46

25

39

25

26

30

2

34

53

29

41

48

14

43

Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark

Hong Kong SAR

Ireland

Luxembourg
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
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Country

Cost rank

Talent rank

Industry rank

Overall rank

Netherlands

11

3

20

1

New Zealand

26

3

49

23

Nigeria

39

53

20

48

Norway

44

22

43

47

Poland

7

30

15

8

Portugal

19

33

39

32

Russia

48

40

4

33

Saudi Arabia

31

31

36

39

9

1

39

6

11

39

46

38

5

27

50

25

43

51

20

49

9

28

13

7

Sweden

14

18

31

16

Switzerland

24

5

28

11

Taiwan Province of China

28

6

23

11

Thailand

41

32

19

33

Turkey

44

49

15

45

United Arab Emirates

32

26

44

42

United Kingdom

22

12

7

5

United States

29

10

1

4

Venezuela

50

52

35

54

Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain

Source: Oxford Economics; World Economic Forum; Capital IQ; OECD; EU; PwC analysis
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